1. Introduction

Understanding the demand for money is an important element of a detailed monetary analysis, which aims to extract, in real time, signals from monetary developments that are relevant for the assessment of risks to price stability over the medium to longer term. Looking at individual money holding sectors allows to formulate more consistent and richer explanations of the driving forces for the demand for money as the relative importance of the main motives for holding money varies across sectors. Indeed, heterogeneity in the money holding behaviour goes beyond the sector level to the individual money holder, but harmonised data for a significant sample length is usually only available at the sectoral level.1 In general, differences in money demand behaviour may result from two factors:

1. The constraints surrounding the money-holding decision process can vary. This may lead to different elasticities of money demand with respect to the same determinants for individual sectors.
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2. The determinants of money demand may differ across sectors, such as alternative investment opportunities and thus different opportunity costs of holding money, or different scale variables.

Consequently, two different modelling strategies need to be considered in the context of sectoral money demand: The first is to estimate money demand using a common set of macroeconomic determinants (see von Landesberger, 2007). This approach allows for a comparison of the behaviour across sectors and with aggregate money demand. The alternative modelling approach is oriented toward finding a refined specification for every sector, thus trying to identify the determinants best capable of explaining sectoral money holdings. This is the aim of the present paper which has not yet been done for euro area data. The understanding of household money holdings is important for several reasons: Households are the largest money-holding sector accounting for approximately two-thirds of euro area M3. They usually hold a large proportion of their money holdings as transactions balances, using these balances mainly as a buffer, while slowly adjusting their portfolio composition. In addition, households’ financial decisions are likely to have significant impact on real macroeconomic activity rendering the interaction between households’ money balances and consumption important. The dynamics of household M3 holdings are also found to be informative for price developments in the euro area, giving their explanation a particular relevance for monetary analysis (see European Central Bank, 2006, p. 18).

The paper is structured as follows. The next section provides a review of the literature on household money demand. In Section 3, the data, the modelling approach and the estimation results together with misspecification and forecast performance tests are discussed. Section 4 analyses the performance of the model during the financial and economic crisis. The last section summarises and provides some implications for monetary analysis.
2. Related Literature

The following section provides a structured overview of money demand studies at the household level. In order to get a better understanding of the results, we distinguish between macroeconomic (time series) and microeconomic (cross-sectional) analyses.

2.1 Macroeconomic Studies

For the US, the first empirical analysis of the household demand for money was undertaken by Goldfeld (1973). In this study, the demand for M1 is explained by different measures of transactions (GNP and consumption expenditure), controlling for the change in net worth and using the spread between commercial paper and deposit interest rates as opportunity costs. Goldfeld finds that money holdings by households are quite well explained by these variables and have reasonable parameter estimates. Since the publication of Goldfeld (1973), a number of studies have attempted to explain household money demand using cointegration methods – either based on single equations (Butkiewicz and McConnell, 1995) or based on systems of equations (e.g. Jain and Moon, 1994; Thomas, 1997; Chrystal and Mizzen, 2001).

The main scale variable of money demand considered includes real consumer expenditure (Jain and Moon, 1994; Read, 1996), real (permanent) disposable income (Butkiewicz and McConnell, 1995; Laumas, 1979), real net labour income (Chrystal and Mizzen, 2001) and real GDP (Petursson, 2000; Feiss and MacDonald, 2001). In addition, both real gross personal sector wealth (Thomas, 1997; Read, 1996) and real net total wealth (Chrystal and Mizzen, 2001) are intended to capture an additional element of scale. A variety of interest rate specifications have been tried. These range from simple formulations such as including only the long-term nominal treasury yield (Jain and Moon (1994)) or the short-term commercial paper rate (Laumas, 1979). Semi-log and double-log specifications are used (Butkiewicz and McConnell, 1995). More complex approaches include the spread between the 3 month t-bill rate and the own rate of money (Thomas, 1997; Petursson, 2000) or between the yield on public bonds and the own rate (Read, 1996). Chrystal and Mizzen (2001) even include two interest rate terms in their model, the rate on savings deposits minus a money market rate and the spread between the rate on consumer credit and the base rate. An additional variable repeatedly included in models for the UK is the rate of inflation reflecting either the return on real alternatives to money or helping to test for price homogeneity (Thomas, 1997; Chrystal and Mizzen, 2001; Feiss and MacDonald, 2001).
The main findings are that household real balances are cointegrated with measures of income and interest rates. Several studies emphasise, both for narrow and for broad monetary aggregates, a transactions-based explanation of money demand (Jain and Moon, 1994), captured by a strong interaction between household money holdings and consumption (Thomas, 1997). Broadening the analytical framework to include households’ demand for loans, Chrystal and Mizen (2001) find that consumption, money holdings and credit interact both in the determination of the long-run equilibrium and in their short-run adjustment. Read (1996) provides evidence for Germany that households’ money holdings tend to be determined by longer-term considerations, whereas the corporate sector is far more responsive to short-term influences.

2.2 Microeconomic Evidence at the Household Level

While the focus of this paper is a time series perspective, evidence brought forward in cross-sectional studies could potentially contribute valuable further insights in the specification of the models. The monetary data examined in these studies is generally taken from household surveys. A first study was conducted by Garver and Radecki (1987) on a cross-sectional sample of US data. They investigate the holdings by households of a narrow measure of money consisting of currency holdings plus total checking accounts. The scale variable considered is total household annual income, while the opportunity costs of holding money are measured by the average money market deposit rate minus the rate of interest earned on checking accounts. The study emphasises the transactions motive for holding money and supports the use of the macroeconomic approach to the demand for narrow money. Attanasio, Guiso and Japelli (1998) also investigate households’ holdings of real cash balances using non-durable consumption as scale variable and an interest rate as opportunity costs. The interest rate and expenditure elasticities found for the demand for cash are close to the theoretical values implied by standard inventory models. With data for Japan, Fujiki and Hsiao (2008) examine the issues of unobserved heterogeneity among cross-sectional units and stability of an aggregate function for broad money. The estimated income elasticity for Japanese household M3 is around 0.68 and the interest rate elasticity is about 0.12. Anderson and Collins (1997) investigate M2 growth in the United States from 1990 to 1993 using a model of household demand for liquid wealth. The authors find that the own-price elasticity of money demand rose substantially during this period and report sizeable cross-price elasticities of money with respect to other liquid financial assets, notably with mutual funds. They also suggest that households may respond more rapidly to changes.
in market interest rates than is often assumed. Tin (2008) examines the precautionary demand for transactions balances. The monetary measure considered is non-interest earning checking accounts by households in the US. The study indicates that income volatility is a significant determinant of money holdings as predicted by the inventory theory of money demand. The relative magnitudes of the elasticities of income and income volatility suggest that the strength of the relationship between the precautionary motive and money demand is much weaker than the strength of the relationship between the transactions motive and money demand. Unfortunately, cross-sectional studies have not yet investigated holdings of broad monetary aggregates.

3. The Empirical Approach

In what follows, we try to model euro area M3 holdings by households taking the findings of Section 2 into account. This suggests not only incorporating a traditional transactions variable and interest rates as opportunity costs. In addition, we consider household wealth. This is also supported by recent empirical evidence for the euro area. Analysis for aggregate M3 by Boone et al. (2004), Greiber and Setzer (2007), Beyer (2009) and De Bondt (2009), e.g., found a significant role for wealth in euro area money demand, with the latter three studies emphasizing the role of housing wealth. As money holdings seem to serve as a buffer for which uncertainty considerations are important, we also include uncertainty measures. This is important for the euro area, as since the start of EMU in 1999 and due to several shocks (e.g., September 11, financial market crisis) uncertainty has unambiguously risen. In line with the literature reported above, we use system cointegration techniques as we are not only interested in identifying a money demand relationship but also in investigating the interactions between the different variables included, especially between money and the transactions variable.

3.1 Framework and Data

Monetary theory suggests different determinants for the holding of broad money, which like for other financial assets, is part of a portfolio allocation decision (see Friedman, 1956; Tobin, 1969). At least some of the assets included in broad money provide in addition liquidity services to their holder. A general formulation of the determinants can be stated
$$m = \beta_1 p + \beta_2 y + \beta_3 w + \beta_4 i_{alt} + \beta_5 i^{M3} + \beta_6 \sigma$$

whereby \(m\) denotes the stock of money, \(p\) the price level, \(y\) and \(w\) the level of transactions and wealth, respectively, \(i_{alt}\) and \(i^{M3}\) the returns for investments outside M3 and in monetary assets included in M3 and \(\sigma\) represents variables capturing different aspects of uncertainty, be they economic, financial or geopolitical. The \(\beta_i\)’s \((i=1,...,6)\) denote the parameters capturing the effect of the respective determinants on money holding.

Three key economic features have to be fulfilled by empirical estimates in order to identify a money demand function:

1. \(\beta_2\) and \(\beta_3\) must be positive,
2. \(\beta_4\) must be negative and \(\beta_5\) positive,
3. discrepancies between actual money and equilibrium holdings should lead to an adjustment in money growth.

For the purpose of our analysis, \(m\) denotes households’ holdings of M3. The sector also comprises non-profit institutions serving households.\(^2\) M3 data is taken from the official ECB database for the period since 1999.\(^3\) It is sometimes criticized that sectoral money demand studies for the US, which are based on flow-of-funds data, might be affected by the fact that household money holdings are a residual position in the data. In the euro area and over the sample considered, this is not the case, as between 81% and 88% of M3 data, namely all deposits (including repurchase agreements) held by the household sector were directly reported by Monetary Financial Institutions.\(^4\)

The scale of households’ transactions settled using money may be captured by a variety of variables. Following the literature, the variables considered are the level of real consumption expenditures (\(rc\)) and a measure of household wealth. Due to the choice of the former, we consider the private consumption deflator (\(pc\)) as the measure of the price level relevant for households to calculate real balances. As regards wealth, we take the trend in housing wealth deflated with the private

\(^2\) The level of money stock is the notional stock adjusted for seasonal effects with Tramo-Seats. The data is extended backwards before 1999 Q1 assuming an unchanged sectoral share in money market funds, currency in circulation and debt securities holdings at the levels of 1999 Q1. These instruments represent only a small share of household M3 holdings in 1999.

\(^3\) The overall approach to the construction of the data series is described in European Central Bank (2006).

\(^4\) Repurchase agreements with households are in fact time deposits secured with short-term paper. This form of deposits has traditionally been offered in Italy.
consumption deflator as a measure of longer-term housing wealth into account \((rthw)\). The reason underlying such a calculation is that households may not perceive themselves to be more or less wealthy on the basis of high-frequency movements in the prices of their asset holdings, but rather take a medium-term view of asset prices. The trend in house prices is derived using an approach common to the analysis of the link between money and asset prices (see Detken and Smets, 2004; Adalid and Detken, 2007). It is estimated using a very slow-adjusting HP filter \((\lambda = 100,000)\). The spread between the bank lending rate for house purchases \((blr)\) and the own rate on households’ M3 holdings \((i^{M3})\) enters the money demand model as a measure of opportunity costs. The consideration of the bank lending rate as an alternative investment opportunity for households rests on the observation that in the presence of intermediation costs between borrowing and lending from a bank, a reduction in borrowing generally offers households a better return than holding money. Thus, the use of a bank lending rate draws on the notion that the household sector holds money as a buffer stock which will be reduced as the financing cost of households increases. In order to model precautionary motives in the demand for money, the uncertainty measure developed in Greiber and Lemke (2005) \((GL1)\), related to capital market forces, enters the model as a measure of uncertainty. This metric for uncertainty is derived using an unobserved components model. It is mainly based on financial market data, such as medium-term returns, loss and volatility measures. Both the individual economic variables as well as the aggregate factor are intended to capture the economic forces impacting on households’ decision to hold money for precautionary reasons.5

Interest rates can enter the money demand relationship in two functional forms: First, the semi-log specification, which is the most popular in money demand studies (see Ericsson, 1998). It estimates semi-elasticities and implies the same response of money holdings to each percentage point reduction in nominal interest rates. Second, the double log form proposed, inter alia, by Lucas (2000). It entails that a percentage point reduction in nominal interest rates has a proportionally greater impact upon money holdings the lower the level of interest rates, i.e., the semi-elasticities vary with the level of interest rates. For higher levels of interest rates the two functional forms lead to similar results. The non-linear impact at low levels of interest rates can be motivated by prevalence of fixed

---

5 The concrete choice of the transactions, wealth and uncertainty variables is due to statistical and econometric reasons. For other specifications including total wealth and uncertainty measures related to the real economy see Seitz and von Landesberger (2010).
costs into alternative investment opportunities and that households that hold only cash do not incur this cost. A logarithmic specification may also be rationalized within a stylised general equilibrium model with money (see Chadha, Haldane, Jansen, 1998; Stracca, 2001).

The set of explanatory variables presented above allows to specify the following long-run equation.

\[ m = f\left(\text{pc}, \text{rc}, \text{rthw}, \text{blr} - i^{M3}, GL1\right) \]

where variables written in lower case letters enter the VAR systems in logarithms. The sign above the variables indicates the theoretical expected impact. The series used are shown in Figure 1.

The empirical analysis is conducted on seasonally adjusted quarterly data over the sample period 1991 Q1 to 2010 Q4. The estimations are performed over the shorter sample 1991 Q1 to 2008 Q3 in order to avoid any contamination of the results from the financial market crisis following the default of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, with the last nine observations analysed at the end of Section 3.2.3.

### 3.2 Overview of the Modeling Exercise

To determine the order of integration of the time series, ADF and KPSS tests are carried out (see Table 1). The two tests indicate that the series are I(1) in levels. An additional test for stationarity of the variables within the cointegrated VAR supports this decision (see Table 6). That said, it should be recognised that some variables may still exhibit quite persistent fluctuations in first differences. Difference stationarity of money and prices may be considered slightly at odds with some of the recent empirical literature on money demand that finds these variables to be I(2) (e.g., Juselius, 2006; Feiss and MacDonald, 2001). Given its prominence in the empirical money demand literature, this possibility is entertained in the modelling approach applied below.
Figure 1: Main Variables Used in the Cointegrated VAR Systems

- Household M3 holdings (in billion €)
- Deflator of private consumption
- Real private consumption (in billion €)
- Greiber/Lemke uncertainty measure - factor 1
- Interest rate measure (in p.p.)
- Real trend housing wealth (in billion €)
Within our cointegrated VAR approach the first step consists in estimating an
unrestricted VAR system comprising an endogenous variables vector \( y_t \) and an
exogenous (non-modelled) I(0) variables vector \( x_t \):

\[
y_t = \sum_{i=1}^{r} \Pi_i y_{t-i} + \Psi y_t x_t + \Phi D_t + \varepsilon_t
\]  

Table 1: Results of Unit Root Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>ADF</th>
<th>KPSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D,X) t-Statistic</td>
<td>p-value*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>(CT,6)</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( pc )</td>
<td>(CT,9)</td>
<td>-1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rthw )</td>
<td>(CT,12)</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rc )</td>
<td>(CT,10)</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( UN )</td>
<td>(C,4)</td>
<td>-3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( GL1 )</td>
<td>(C,12)</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( blr-i^{\text{M3}} )</td>
<td>(C,1)</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st difference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>(C,0)</td>
<td>-3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( pc )</td>
<td>(C,2)</td>
<td>-3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rthw )</td>
<td>(C,11)</td>
<td>-2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rc )</td>
<td>(C,9)</td>
<td>-2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( UN )</td>
<td>(C,4)</td>
<td>-3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( GL1 )</td>
<td>(N,11)</td>
<td>-3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( blr-i^{\text{M3}} )</td>
<td>(N,2)</td>
<td>-4.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ADF-test: with MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values, KPSS: Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt and Shin (1992, Table 1). (D,X) with D indicating that the estimated regression includes
the following deterministic terms: C - constant, CT - constant and trend, N - no deterministic
terms. X indicates the number of lagged endogenous terms retained in the estimated test regres-
sion (with at least 5% significance) starting from a maximum of 12 lags. Cut-off is determined
by sequential testing on the t-statistic of the lagged endogenous variables with at least 5% sig-
nificance level. KPSS test with Bartlett kernel with cut-off determined by automatic Andrews
The errors $\varepsilon_t$ are assumed to be $NI \sim (0, \Omega)$. $\Pi_i$ and $\Phi$ are matrices containing the parameters of the model. $D_t$ is a vector of deterministic variables, potentially comprising constant terms $\mu_0$ or deterministic trends. Given the quarterly data used, the maximum lag length $p$ is set equal to four in order to determine the appropriate number of lags for each model. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) is used to select the lag length for conducting the remainder of the analysis and the outcome is cross-checked with Likelihood Ratio tests (see Table 2). The AIC tends to favour the inclusion of more lagged terms than for example the Schwartz information criterion.\footnote{Lütkepohl and Saikonnen (1997, p. 16) find that “in most cases AIC and HQ have a slight advantage over the very parsimonious SC criterion.”} Overestimation of the order of the VAR is much less serious than underestimating it, as shown for example by Kilian (2001). In our case, the two tests yield an unambiguous result of a lag length of 2 in levels. Table 3 presents the outcome of standard specification tests of the respective VAR system. The null of no autocorrelation in the residuals cannot be rejected at conventional significance levels. In a similar vein, tests for ARCH effects in the residuals and on the non-normality of the residuals are also not significant.\footnote{While normality of residuals is part of the theoretical assumptions of the distribution of residuals, the violation of normality may not be a severe deficiency as the evaluation of the trace test will be supported by bootstrapping results.}

In a second step, we reformulate the VAR system into a VECM and test for the rank of the matrix $\Pi_1$ using the trace test (see Johansen, 1996):

$$\Delta y_t = \Pi_1 y_{t-1} + \mu_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{l-1} \Gamma_i \Delta y_{t-i} + \Psi_0 x_t + \varepsilon_t$$

(2)

where $l$ indicates the lag length determined in the previous step. The trace tests were conducted assuming the presence of a linear deterministic trend in the time series and a non-zero intercept $\mu_0$ in the cointegration relationship.\footnote{The cointegration analysis and the results presented in the remainder of this note are computed with the Structural VAR software which was kindly provided by Anders Warne. See http://www.texlips.net/svar/source.html. A cross-check of the VECM with single equation error correction models (even against the background that this is not justified according to our results) may be found in Seitz and von Landesberger (2010), Section 5.}

Table 4 reports the trace test statistics for different rank assumptions as well as the p-values obtained from comparing this test statistic with the critical values derived by MacKinnon, Haug and Michelis (1999). The model rejects the rank 0, 1 and 2 at the 5% significance level. However, given the presence of an exogenous I(0) regressor and the small sample size, caution in assessing the number of...
Table 2: Lag Length Determination for VAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Lag length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood Ratio Test</td>
<td>0 2186.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 119.68*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 43.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 43.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaike Information Criterion</td>
<td>–24.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–44.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–45.74*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–45.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The Likelihood Ratio Test is a sequential, small sample corrected test (starting from a maximum lag of 4), which in the present case is distributed as $\chi^2(36)$. The asterisk denotes rejection at the 5% significance level.

Table 3: Residual Properties for the VAR Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM-AR(1)</td>
<td>F(36,54) = 0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM-AR(4)</td>
<td>F(36,51) = 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate ARCH</td>
<td>F(441,61) = 1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normality</td>
<td>F(12,59) = 1.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p-values derived from comparison with respective asymptotic distribution.

long-run relationships possibly present in the data using this metric seems reasonable. Therefore, more informative parametrically bootstrapped p-values generated from 1,000 replications are used.\footnote{The parametric bootstrapping procedure implies drawing new innovations from a multivariate standard normal distribution. These innovations are then transformed into bootstrapped residuals using the estimated covariance matrix from the original estimated residuals. On the basis of the initial values and taking the estimated parameters as given, new data series are constructed and the model re-estimated on the new data set. An alternative would be to adjust the test statistics (see, e.g., Reimers, 1991) or the critical values (see Cheung and Lai, 1993).} While the theory on bootstrapping in a non-stationary framework, such as the cointegrated VAR is still undiscovered territory, the usual theoretical properties from models with stationary variables seem to apply in this setting as well (see Juselius, 2006, p. 157; Swensen, 2006).\footnote{In particular, a bootstrapped statistic can be expected to have errors in null rejection probabilities that are of a smaller order of magnitude, as the sample size goes to infinity, than its...}
the 5% significance level, the bootstrapped p-values indicate one cointegration relationship. The further analysis is based on this more robust result.

System cointegration tests are well-known to have low power. This gives reason to believe that such tests have a tendency to favor the choice of too few long-run relations. JUSELIUS (2006) suggests the use of as much additional information as possible in the rank determination. We follow this lead and additionally:

1. examine whether the t-value on the load factor of an additional cointegration vector is less than 2.6;
2. analyse recursively the trace statistic and the cointegration relations;
3. check the economic interpretability of the results.

While the first and third approaches require the specification of the cointegrated VAR systems, the second approach can be generated on the basis of the unrestricted VAR model.

In order to robustify the modelling decision on the basis of the trace test, Figure 2 shows the recursively estimated trace test statistic for the hypothesis of rank one. The trace statistic is fairly stable and around the level of the critical value for the 5% confidence level. Therefore, in the following, a rank of one is assumed for modelling the VAR system. This decision is also supported by Figure 3, which presents recursive estimates of the largest eigenvalue for a given

\[
\text{Table 4: Trace Test Results}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>test statistic</td>
<td>133.56</td>
<td>83.98</td>
<td>46.95</td>
<td>13.22</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bootstrapped p-value</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

asymptotic analogue when the asymptotic distribution of the statistic is invariant to the parameters of the model. Almost all statistics that we bootstrap are invariant in this sense. See PARK (2005) and CHANG, PARK and SONG (2002) for some recent developments regarding models with unit roots.
Figure 2: Recursive Trace Test Results

Figure 3: Estimated $\lambda_1$ with 95% Confidence Bands (for fixed short run dynamics)
set of parameters of the short-run and deterministic variables. The depicted eigenvalue band does not cross the zero line.

Parameter stability has been an issue of primary concern in the context of money demand estimations. Table 5 presents the outcome of tests on parameter constancy under the retained assumption that the $\Pi_1$-matrix has rank 1. The Ploberger, KRÄMER and Kontrus (1989, henceforth PKK) fluctuation test examines the constancy of the parameters capturing the short-run dynamics. The test is conducted for all individual equations of the VAR system, but the table reports only the outcome of the money demand equation. The PKK test is unable to reject the null of parameter constancy which supports the eigenvalue analysis reported above. In addition, Table 5 also shows the results of the Nyblom tests for constant cointegration coefficients. Again, the stability of the parameters is not rejected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Statistic</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nyblom Sup F</td>
<td>87.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyblom Mean</td>
<td>21.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKK S(9)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p-values derived from comparison with respective bootstrapped distributions. PKK is calculated on equation-by-equation basis.

Moreover, tests on the stationarity of the variables included in the VAR are conducted to determine whether the reduced rank of the $\Pi_1$-matrix resulted from the inclusion of stationary variables. Table 6 reveals that the reduced rank does not seem to result from a single stationary variable. This again supports our decision to treat the variables as I(1).

In order to get further insights into the relationship between the variables and to help the identification of the cointegrated VAR system, we run joint weak exogeneity tests on the variable set. The tests also help to detect the common driving forces amongst the variables of the system. A weakly exogenous variable contributes to the common trend of the other variables in the VAR system. Table 7 shows the outcome of this analysis. The assumption that the cointegration relationship does not affect household M3 balances is clearly rejected (see for further discussion the presentation of the model below).
Following the choice for the rank of the $\Pi_1$-matrix in (2) finally a cointegrated VAR system is estimated. This entails the identification and estimation of the vector of load factors $\alpha$ and the cointegration vector $\beta'$ in

$$
\Delta y_t = \alpha' \beta' y_{t-1} + \mu_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{I-1} \Gamma_i \Delta y_{t-i} + \Psi_0 x_t + \epsilon_t.
$$

(3)

The results for the $\beta'$ and $\alpha$ vectors are presented in the next sections. The long-run relationships are checked for robustness in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1 The Long-Run Relationships – the $\beta$s

The model analyses nominal M3 balances of households. Table 8 shows the point estimates of the parameters.

Theoretically, money holdings should be linear homogenous in the price level in the long-run, thus suggesting to impose a parameter restriction of $-1$ on the long-run parameter for the price level. At the same time, the consumption expenditure deflator used in the empirical analysis might be a restrictive proxy for the price level actually entering households’ money holding decisions. In this case parameter estimates larger than one might also be justified. For our nominal model, the assumption of linear homogeneity is not rejected by the data.\(^{12}\) Linear homogeneity between household balances and prices permits to reformulate the models in terms of a demand for real money balances (see Seitz and von Landesberger, 2010, annex 2).

### Table 8: The Restricted Cointegration Vector $\beta$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m_{t-1}$</th>
<th>$pc_{t-1}$</th>
<th>$rc_{t-1}$</th>
<th>$rthw_{t-1}$</th>
<th>$(blr - i_{M3})_{t-1}$</th>
<th>GL1$_{t-1}$</th>
<th>Test $F(2,59)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.04]</td>
<td>[0.04]</td>
<td>[0.09]</td>
<td>[0.28]</td>
<td>[0.53]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: $\alpha$ is restricted as in Table 9. Square brackets below parameters denote standard errors, square brackets below test statistics present $p$-values.*

As regards the parameter estimates on the scale variables, i.e. consumption and wealth, we try the over-identifying restriction that real consumption and trend housing wealth are equally important for the demand for money, an assumption similar to Thomas (1997). This equality restriction is not rejected. Together, the parameters sum to 1.32, a value not out of line with results from analyses with euro area aggregate M3 (see for instance, Calza, Gerdesmeier and Levy, 2001). In contrast, a restriction to the value of unity is rejected.

The opportunity costs of holding money are proxied by the spread between the bank lending rate for loans for house purchase and the own rate of household M3 balances (in logs). It has the expected sign and is significantly different

---

\(^{12}\) The test statistic is distributed as $F(1,59) = 0.31$ ($p$-value $= 0.58$).
from zero (at the 5% percent level). However, with 0.7 the parameter estimate is relatively large. The sign on the financial market uncertainty measure in the long-run relationship has the expected positive sign and is significantly different from zero, implying that higher financial market uncertainty leads to higher money holdings.

The long-run determinants discussed above are augmented by expectations with regard to unemployment over the coming twelve months UN' from the survey of the EU Commission. It only enters the short-run dynamics of the system. A deteriorating employment situation may, on the one hand, induce households to hold more money balances to meet unforeseen expenditures. On the other hand, the expected deteriorating economic environment and increasing uncertainty may reduce the attractiveness of nominal assets and induce the purchase of more real assets. Therefore, the overall impact on the demand for money is ambiguous (see Atta-Mensah, 2004). The point estimate is negative which is in line with Atta-Mensah (2004) for Canada. Obviously, this reflects the fact that over the sample the effect via precautionary money holdings dominates.

In order to highlight the countervailing impact from portfolio considerations on household money holdings, Figure 4 shows the generalized impulse responses of household M3 to a one standard deviation shock in the opportunity cost and uncertainty variables as an example. A widening of the spread has a significant and negative effect on the level of real M3 holdings by households. In the face of higher borrowing costs, households have an incentive to reduce their holdings of the lower yielding monetary assets. The complete impact has unfolded after around 10 quarters and remains negative thereafter. An increase in the level of financial market uncertainty implies higher money holdings, with the effect taking around 10 quarters to unfold as well. In terms of magnitude, the impact of the interest rate seems to dominate uncertainty effects.

The actual and the fitted values of quarterly M3-growth are shown in Figure 5. Downside deviations from the average level are observed for periods when the pace of economic activity was slowing (1992–1994, 2001–2003 and since 2007 Q1), while upside deviations are observed particularly for the period 1995–1996 and 1999–2000 before the burst of the dotcom bubble and to a lesser extent between 2004 and 2006. The cointegration relationship illustrated in Figure 6 displays persistent deviations from the embodied “equilibrium” (average) level, suggesting that the differences between the level of money holdings and its determinants can last for significant periods of time before correcting.
Figure 4: Generalized Impulse Response of Household Money to Opportunity Costs and Uncertainty (deviation from baseline in %)

Note: Shaded areas denote 95% confidence interval around the respective impulse response.

Figure 5: M3-Actual and Fitted (quarterly percentage changes)
3.2.2 The Adjustment to the Long-Run Relationship – the αs

With regard to the variables involved in the adjustment to the long-run equilibrium, the tests for weak exogeneity of the variables (presented in Table 7) provide guidance for imposing the exclusion restriction on the α-vector in equation 3. Within the model, tests indicate that the load factors on the change in the price deflator, the change in wealth, the interest rate spread and the uncertainty measure can be restricted to zero. This leaves two variables to adjust to disequilibria, money and real consumption. The parameters for these two load factors are highly significant, with nominal money and real consumption helping to reduce the disequilibrium in the long-run relationship. A joint test for the restrictions placed on the α-vector cannot be rejected at conventional significance levels (see Table 9). This notwithstanding, the speed of adjustment observed for both variables is rather low, as commonly found in studies of household sector money demand.\textsuperscript{13} This renders the short-run dynamics more important. Recursive estimation of the load factors indicates that the parameter estimates have remained

\textsuperscript{13} See for instance von Landesberger (2007).
unchanged between 2002 Q4 and 2008 Q3, while the same exercise for both \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-restrictions shows a slight increase since mid-2007, while remaining well below the 5% significance threshold (see Figure 7).

### Table 9: The Loading Factors \( \alpha \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \Delta m_t )</th>
<th>( \Delta p_{c,t} )</th>
<th>( \Delta r_{c,t} )</th>
<th>( \Delta r_{thw,t} )</th>
<th>( \Delta (b_{lr} - r_{M,t}^{L}) )</th>
<th>( \Delta GL1_t )</th>
<th>Test F(4,58)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.0501</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.009]</td>
<td>[0.009]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: \( \beta \) restricted as in Table 8. Square brackets below parameters denote standard errors, square brackets below test statistics present \( p \)-values.*

**Figure 7: Recursive F-Test on Alpha and Beta Restrictions**

Despite prices being weakly exogenous, there is an unambiguous positive relation between money and prices in the dynamic interrelationships of the variables in the system. This is shown in Figure 8 in which the general impulse response of a one standard deviation shock to money on prices is shown. It lasts about two years until the final effect shows up in prices.
Figure 8: Generalized Impulse Response of Prices to Household Money
(deviation from baseline in %)

3.2.3 Models’ Explanatory Power

The cointegrated VAR model explains the quarterly changes in households’ money balances well with an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.69. The goodness of fit of the equation is also illustrated by Figure 5 which compares actual and fitted data. The residuals show a large spike at the end of 2002 (see Figure 9).

In order to assess the statistical properties of the model, Table 10 reports results from several standard misspecification tests on the residuals of the cointegrated VAR. The misspecification tests indicate no autocorrelation of residuals. Multivariate ARCH effects as well as non-normality can also not be detected. The Nyblom tests conditional on the full sample estimates for the constant and the lagged endogenous parameters do not reveal any instability of the long-run parameters. Finally, the LM-tests against the alternative of non-linearity in the deterministic variables or the cointegration parameters, which would capture gradual shifts, also do not reject constant parameters.\(^{14}\)

---

\(^{14}\) See Teräsvirta (1998); Teräsvirta and Eliasson (2001) investigate non-linearity in an error correction model of UK money demand.
Figure 9: Normalised Residuals

Table 10: Residual Properties for Cointegrated VAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification test</th>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Stability test</th>
<th>Test statistic</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM-AR(1)</td>
<td>$F(36,51) = 0.85$</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>LM-PC(3) vs. deterministic variables</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM-AR(4)</td>
<td>$F(36,48) = 0.88$</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>LM-PC(3) vs. cointegration</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate ARCH</td>
<td>$F(441,60) = 1.13$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>$sup Q(t \mid T)$</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normality</td>
<td>$F(12,56) = 1.17$</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>$mean Q(t \mid T)$</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: LM-AR(1) and LM-AR(4) test statistic calculated as in Johansen (1996); ARCH test follows Warne (2008); Normality test as proposed by Doornik and Hansen (2008); LM-PC(3) tests are based on Teräsvirta (1998) calculated using a third order Taylor expansion; Nyblom $sup Q(t \mid T)$ and $mean Q(t \mid T)$ computed as in Hansen and Johansen (1999).
4. Household Money Demand during the Financial Crisis

In order to gain additional insights into the model’s ability to explain monetary developments, the observations for the period 2008 Q4 to 2010 Q4 are used to produce out-of-sample forecasts. The period covers the financial crisis following the default of Lehman Brothers, which has proven to be challenging for empirical models. The crisis led to a strong increase in financial market uncertainty, a rapid fall in real consumption, strong volatility in price developments, as well as a sharp reconfiguration in bank interest rates. Did these adjustments alter the relationship between the level of household money holdings and its determinants? Figure 10 illustrates the one-step ahead predictions in terms of the logarithm of household M3, using the actual observations for the other explanatory variables. Notwithstanding the fact that the model is estimated over a sample which saw particularly strong money growth and may thus potentially bias the parameter estimates upward, the model forecasts seem to match actual monetary developments quite well (average error: 0.001586; RMSE = 0.00592).15

Figure 10: M3 Forecast Performance (in logarithms)

15 By contrast, a random walk forecast would yield a higher RMSE of 0.01149.
Additional evidence on the impact of the financial crisis on the relationship between household money holdings and macroeconomic developments can be obtained from re-estimating the model over the extended sample until the end of 2010. The outcome of the trace test still favours one cointegration relationship when using the bootstrapped distribution. The long-run parameter estimates over the extended sample are higher than those of the original sample, for instance, the consumption elasticity of money holdings increases from 0.67 to 0.82. However, the differences are not significant when compared with a bootstrapped F-test. In contrast, some of the misspecification tests deteriorate somewhat: Specifically, indication for non-normality of the residuals can be found. Closer inspection of the individual residuals indicates that this is due to the equations explaining real consumption. It seems that during the crisis period the dynamics of the variables, especially of housing wealth and, to a lesser extent, of the interest rate differential change with regard to the pre-crisis sample. In contrast, the dynamic effect of these variables on money demand and real consumption have only marginally changed. Overall, given the magnitude of shocks implied by the financial crisis with regard to both the slowdown in consumption and housing wealth as well as the unprecedented change in the pass-trough of bank interest rates, the model over the extended sample still remains surprisingly similar to the original specification.

5. Summary and Conclusion

The results presented suggest that the model describes money demand by euro area households in a satisfactory manner, when judged, for instance, by the in-sample fit and standard misspecification tests. In addition, the estimates for the parameters allow for a theory-consistent interpretation and thereby support the view that money demand relationships have been identified.

In the euro area, household holdings of M3 are informative with regard to developments in inflation. An empirical framework permitting to analyse the driving factors for household money demand is therefore an important element for monetary analysis. The paper presented one approach at the household level to model the demand for nominal M3 balances in the euro area. It incorporates precautionary motives of holding money and the portfolio allocation process. In investigating the long-run relationship between money, two scale variables, opportunity costs and uncertainty, only a few combinations may satisfy formal cointegration tests, even if an underlying cointegration relationship is present for a broader set of similar variables (see Ericsson, 1998). Several important outcomes have been found:
1. The model does not reject linear homogeneity between money balances and the price level. It therefore supports the specification in real terms and suggests that in the long-run households are not subject to money illusion, in line with theoretical considerations.

2. Household money balances are never weakly exogenous with regard to the other variables of the cointegrated VAR and therefore always adjust to disequilibria between (real) money and its long-run determinants. That said, the model also provides evidence that the volume of transactions (proxied by real consumption) is affected by monetary disequilibria and also adjusts. By contrast, the other variables are found to be the forces jointly determining the growth of money and real consumption in the long-run.

3. In explaining households’ broad money balances, it seems that housing wealth in conjunction with real consumption expenditures best capture households’ notional level of money holdings. Omitting wealth from the specification leads to a sizeable increase in the income elasticity of money demand.16

4. Interest rate developments seem to play a significant role for the development of household balances. The model specified with a double log formulation for opportunity costs exhibits a markedly stronger impact than is the case for the semi-log functional form.17 An increase in opportunity costs leads to a significant decline in money holdings with the effect fully materialising after about 10 quarters.

5. The model suggests that the impact of uncertainty on household balances is positive. Correctly incorporating the persistent behaviour of interest rates and uncertainty into the money demand function is essential to adequately capture the driving forces impacting on money and expenditures as well as their mutual interaction.

While these results may not be seen as surprising as the estimates are consistent with results reported in the literature, the exercises presented help to better identify the determinants of euro area money demand and to interpret current monetary developments. Extending the sample to include the crisis period, the new estimates indicate some minor changes, the key elements of the model described above, however, remain valid. As households’ money demand captures the bulk of aggregate euro area M3, it should also be helpful in understanding the long-run money-price-nexus.

16 At the same time, the inclusion of consumer expectations with regard to economic activity is able to offset this increase (see Seitz and von Landesberger, 2010). This may reflect the fact that, in theory, wealth captures expectations on the future income path.

17 The latter is not shown but available upon request.
More generally, the exercise also provides insights that go beyond the portfolio allocation decision of households. According to our analysis, it is quite apparent that in equilibrium, households jointly determine consumption and broad money holdings both influenced by wealth as well as interest rates. The importance of household money holdings for consumption expenditures may cast doubt on a purely passive role for money in this context. Moreover, as both bank lending rates and the own rate of households M3 are found significant, the determination of money holdings seems to interact with wealth and indebtedness. In order to be able to more fully analyse the interaction between money holdings, consumption and wealth, the financing of households needs to be modelled as well, which goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
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SUMMARY

In this paper we analyse household holdings of the broad monetary aggregate M3 in the euro area from 1991 until 2010. We develop a nominal model with satisfactory economic and statistical properties. The main determinants are a transactions variable, wealth considerations, opportunity costs and uncertainty. The model is robust to different samples considered and a multitude of mis-specification tests. The exercise also provides insights that go beyond the portfolio allocation decision of households. According to our analysis, it is quite apparent that in equilibrium, households jointly determine consumption and broad money holdings both influenced by wealth as well as interest rates.